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The Minister of Finance expects a constructive discussion on the 

coordination of economic recovery measures 
 
Montréal, May 22, 2009 − Québec Minister of Finance and Minister of Economic Development, 
Innovation and Export Trade Raymond Bachand will participate in the federal-provincial-territorial 
meeting of Finance Ministers to be held on May 25, 2009 at Lac Meech in Quebec.  
 
At a time of economic slowdown, the country’s Finance Ministers will ensure follow-up in respect 
of their priorities and the measures adopted in recent months to overcome the impact of the 
slowdown and prepare for economic recovery. “We are facing a significant economic downturn, 
which has demanded immediate, vigorous, concrete government action," Minister Bachand noted. 
 
All told, the measures that Québec has implemented since the fall of 2008, which include, in 
particular, the acceleration of public infrastructure projects, the introduction of a tax credit for 
home renovations, making additional cash resources available to businesses, and measures to 
increase their capitalization, will mean that an additional $15 billion is injected into the Québec 
economy in 2009 and 2010, equivalent to 4.9% of GDP. 
 
“Québec has thus announced measures totaling $4 billion in order to increase cash resources and 
boost business capitalization, and measures to mitigate pressure on companies stemming from 
private pension plans. Moreover, it has announced the establishment of the Renfort program, an 
additional contribution to the Société générale de financement, the creation of an emergency fund 
to revive businesses, an enhanced stock savings plan (RÉA II), an $825-million venture capital 
financing fund (Teralys Capital), and the establishment of three start-up funds worth $125 million,” 
Minister Bachand added. 
 
“In order to quickly recover from this difficult situation, the country’s Finance Ministers wish to 
ensure the sound coordination and complementarity of economic action plans. The federal 
government must also continue to broaden access by Québec businesses to credit,” the Minister 
of Finance concluded. 
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